
**Description:**
This report on the ‘Global Hand Tools Market’ for the period 2015-2025 provides an outlook of the hand tools market across the globe. The primary objective of the report is to offer information related to the updates on the market opportunities in the global hand tools market.

To understand and assess insights of the global hand tools market, the report is categorically split under four sections, namely market analysis by region, product type, application and sales channel. The report analyses the global hand tools market in terms of market value (US$ Mn).

The report starts with an overview of the hand tools market across the globe. This section also includes analyses of the key trends, drivers and restraints. Impact analysis of the key growth drivers and restraints based on the weighted average model is also included in the report to better equip and arm clients with crystal clear decision making insights.

The next section of the report includes analysis of the global hand tools market on the basis of geographical segmentation. The global hand tools market is geographically segmented into seven key regions, which include:

- North America
- Latin America
- Eastern Europe
- Western Europe
- Asia-Pacific Excluding Japan
- Japan
- Middle East and Africa

The section that follows analyses the market on the basis of product type and presents the forecast in terms of value for the next 10 years.

Product types covered in the report include:

- General Purpose Tools
- Metal Cutting Tools
- Layout and Measuring Tools
- Taps and Dies

The next section analyses the market based on application and presents the forecast in terms of value for the next 10 years. Applications covered in the report include:

- Industrial
- Household

This is followed by a section analysing the market based on sales channel, which presents the forecast in terms of value. Sales channel segments included in the report are categorised into three sub-segments, which are:

- Online Sales
- Company Direct Sales
- Distributor Sales

In the final section of the report, the competitive landscape of the hand tools market is included to provide report audiences with a dashboard view, based on categories of providers present across the value chain, their presence in the hand tools product portfolio and key differentiators.

Some of the market players featured in this section include:
Apex Tool Group
Channellock, Inc.
Stanley Black&Decker
Snap-On
Klein Tools
Irwin Industrial Tools
Akar Tools Limited
Wera Tools
JK Files (India) Limited
Kennametal Inc.
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